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BEYOND HIGHER EDUCATION:
THE NEED FOR AFRICAN AMERICANS TO BE
“KNOWLEDGE PRODUCERS”
By Alex M. Johnson*

“[I]f Blacks want to prosper [and] survive in this country, it is imperative… to make sure that we not only
have a piece of the knowledge production pie in America, but also help to significantly determine the ingredients of the pie and the shape of the pie pan.”1

C

INTRODUCTION

onsider this purely hypothetical situation. Marcus,
Bridgett, and Jonathan were twelfth-graders at a highly
regarded college preparatory school located in the
southeast ward of the District of Columbia. Jonathan was primarily a straight-A student taking advanced placement level curricula at READ Public Charter School, while Bridgett’s academic
feats mirrored those of Jonathan. Upon graduation, Bridgett was
selected as class valedictorian. Marcus, however, believed school
to be futile and an institutionalized system of boredom. Although
Marcus had the same intellectual capacity of his peers, distinguishing himself on READ’s entrance exam by scoring higher
than Jonathan, Bridgett, and the rest of his peers, he was content
with simply passing his classes so he could participate in an array of extracurricular activities: Boy Scouts, co-captain of the
varsity basketball team, and avid reader. Yet today, nine years
after graduating from READ high school, Marcus stands placidly
behind the counter of the neighborhood McDonalds, his hands
clasping the sides of the cash register, an otherwise simple life
momentarily interrupted by the startling presence of his former
classmates, Jonathan and Bridgett. While Marcus earns a meager
seven dollars an hour, having never continued on to college;
Jonathan and Brenda earned scholarships to Morehouse and Harvard respectively, went on to earn masters and law degrees, and
presently work in the private sector where their annual salaries
approximate that of a senior partner in a major law firm.
While this is an entirely fictional narrative, it highlights the
potential life-changing implications stemming from educational
attainment. As the Supreme Court observed in Brown v. Board of
Education, “[T]oday education is perhaps the most important
function of state and local governments . . . [I]t is a principal
instrument in . . . preparing [an individual] for later professional
training.”2 Further, the court emphasized that “it is doubtful that
any [individual] may reasonably be expected to succeed in life if
he is denied the opportunity of education.”3 Few, if any, political
and social issues are more contentious or more thoughtprovoking than the furor surrounding the “Leviathan” issue of
education.4 The exponential amount of rhetoric encompassing
the debate over education continually changes as many institu28

tions and commentators - from courts, executive agencies, legislative bodies, and privately funded think tanks – have become
instrumental in shaping the conceptualization of this critical issue.
In that regard, a sundry of arguments and approaches have
been promulgated within the rubric of educational reform. These
reform approaches have sparked a furor of controversy, the most
recent attacking the relative worth of public school systems.
Perhaps one of the most important, or at a minimum, the most
recent effort at elementary and secondary education reform is the
No Child Left Behind Act.5 The efficacy of school vouchers as
an alternative to the public school system is another primary
topic of dispute.6 The recent Supreme Court decisions of Grutter
v. Bollinger7 and Gratz v. Bollinger8 exemplify the contentious
nature, as well as the fundamental importance, of education.
These decisions particularly highlight education as a means of
ensuring equality in underserved communities historically afflicted by racial strife and class discrimination.9
Despite the relative triumphs towards equality in education,
the search for culprits who promulgate standards of inequality is
not difficult to ascertain.10 Aside from the deluge of litigation
mounting challenges to the constitutionality of affirmative action
and school financing policies,11 various state and local ballot
initiatives have sought to impose a deleterious effect on educational opportunities. Proposition 209 in California, Initiative 1200 in Washington, and the One Florida Initiative are illustrative
of this problem.
While much attention has been focused on legislative and
judicial efforts intended to remedy the various problems afflicting students in the higher education landscape, far less discussion has been directed at those students under the auspices of
elementary and secondary educational systems. However, this
essay addresses the broader implications of higher education for
African Americans, specifically the need for African Americans
to enter academia and pursue intellectual scholarship.12 Part I
outlines the problem confronting African Americans in academia
in relation to developing ideas and shaping norms. Part II surveys the various historical impediments that have littered African
Americans path toward educational attainment at all levels. Finally, Part III discusses the ramifications associated with higher
education and knowledge production in society.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM
As the Court opined in Brown, education retains a ubiquitous
and life-altering function in the shaping of community norms.13
One of the seminal concomitant functions of education is the
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dominant role it plays in the development and critique of ideas
that wield significant force and hold sway over the malleable
contours of public opinion.14 John H. Stanfield, in his critical
essay “The Race Politics of Knowledge Production,”15 brilliantly
explicates this point by articulating the relationship between academia, the implementation of ideas, and empowerment for the
African American community. In echoing a popular argument
put forth by many of his contemporaries, Stanfield further contends that “[e]mpowerment is the only way [African Americans]
can successfully make it in a country in which those who are the
best organized and who are the most assertive organizationally,
are those who are heard and listened to.”16 While Stanfield often
focuses more on a critical examination of the state of black intellectuals, he shrouds this discussion within a veil considering the
broader applicability of so-called “knowledge producers.” This
nugget sets the framework for the discussion of higher education
and its pertinence to African Americans.
As explained by Stanfield, knowledge production is “the
development, critique, and implementation of ideas about human
nature, human development, and the realities of human life.”17
Some would argue, in the alternative, that the origination of
ideas is not confined to the academic arena, but rather derives
from other social institutions. However, that approach mischaracterizes the predominant role that academia has historically
played in perpetuating and reinforcing widely held values.18
It is no surprise that the Supreme Court has acknowledged
the role of education as an essential factor for the viability of
government.19 The ability to monopolize the dissemination of
ideas within the mainstream allows for the implementation of
ideas, both positive and negative, some which categorically sustain myths and stereotypes denigrating various cultural groups.20
Proponents of this view highlight two examples: scientific racism in the form of intelligence testing, and theories suggesting
that extensive poverty in the African American community results from natural family characteristics rather than exploitive
institutions.21 Stanfield suggests that, “it is more than apparent
that historically and today, academic scholars . . . have been the
developers of ideas which have had major impacts on American
institutions, including those in [b]lack communities and those
affecting [b]lack quality of life.”22 Accordingly, some pundits
have gone so far as to surmise, perhaps correctly, that education
represents hope for black America to ameliorate centuries-old
forms of discrimination.23
In that frame of reference, the underlying logic of advancing
the notion of knowledge production gains clarity. As a cultural
and racial group, African Americans have subsisted as one of the
most vehemently discriminated classes of people in American
society. This pattern of discrimination, once de jure segregation24
and now de facto segregation, has had prolonged and far reaching effects. Nothing highlights this more than the plight of public
schooling in the majority-minority populace of the District of
Columbia. It is no secret that the District is replete with failing
schools representing a mixture of despondency, complacency,
and despair. The seemingly overwhelming view that many
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schools in the District are educationally inferior gives rise to an
inevitable domino effect: money will not go into those schools to
enable them to purchase new materials to facilitate classroom
learning; teachers, lacking the necessary materials to teach particular subjects, will become disinterested and less motivated, to
the detriment of their students; because of the low standard of
achievement, colleges and universities will not recruit at these
schools that predominantly serve African American students.
This detrimental course of events may serve as an unmovable
barrier towards the attainment of higher education. The continuance of this problem is a major disadvantage to society in general. Just as one of the arguments in favor of diversity in educational settings suggests, students from divergent backgrounds
bring a wealth of knowledge to the classroom which translates
into the enormous benefit they would serve in the global community. But first, they must have the opportunity to enter into academia.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Some commentators have suggested that over the course of
the past few decades African Americans have made “notable
progress”25 in the area of education. However, in light of these
relative advancements, the sad reality is that African Americans
have historically been subjected to legal impediments, as well as
institutional racism, which has had a prolonged debilitating effect on the African American community.26
As a prelude to exploring the correlation between knowledge
production and higher education, it is helpful to first review
some basics concerning: (a) the historical barriers which have
excluded African Americans from participation in the educational system and (b) the judicial decisions that have illuminated
how courts act as social policymakers. Since early U.S. history,
African Americans have been resigned to compete in an educational system that is deeply embedded with discrimination and
designed to “exclude Americans of color from full participation
in the economy, politics, and society.”27 This oppressive social
construct has existed since slavery. It can be maintained that
slavery was the genesis for centuries of oppression, segregation,
discrimination, and repeated exclusion from participating in education. The enslavement of African Americans was buttressed by
an elaborate system of laws structured to guarantee that African
Americans remained at the depths of society. These classifications, formally labeled slave codes, circumscribed even the most
diminutive of aspects concerning a slave’s daily life. In addition,
these laws perpetuated ignorance by strictly forbidding slaves
from learning how to read and write.28 Further, the prevention of
literacy among African Americans was justified as “a measure of
policy essential to the tranquility, nay to the existence of Southern Society.”29
The apparatus of slavery subsisted on an ideology of resigning the slave to a state of absolute ignorance. This ignorance was
maintained by withholding education; an essential component of
productive assimilation into mainstream society. Education was
believed to be a dangerous device because it would have de29

stroyed the institution of slavery and contributed to raising African Americans above servile status.30 Following the Civil War,
newly freed African Americans “continual quest for educational
parity” in education remained limited as the dominant ideological stance still viewed African Americans as inferior.31 By the
year 1900, over seven hundred American colleges and universities had been founded; yet these institutions retained the same
segregationist practices manifested during slavery.32
In several cases, most notably Brown v. Board of Education,33 the Supreme Court’s response to the efforts of African
Americans to achieve educational attainment have resulted in
monumental decisions mitigating the scope of legislative and
judicial enactments that have contributed to the general exclusion of minority Americans in educational settings. Prior to the
decision in Brown, the Court jettisoned the notion of “separate
but equal” established in Plessy v. Ferguson.34 However, according to some critics, the “vestiges” of these discriminatory
practices have yet to be fully exterminated.35

BENEFITS OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
It is logical to understand why challenges pertaining to education have been met with so much contention: its fundamental
importance upon class stratification, generational wealth, and
social status enhances its value. Moreover, the added value attained from becoming known as a “knowledge producer” or a
faculty member at a university or college generally catapults that
individual into a prestigious class of intellectuals whose ideas
shape the conformity of society’s thoughts and values.
Educational attainment is outcome determinative and translates into “differences in high school graduation rates, college
attendance and completion, and ultimately, the differences in
income and socioeconomic status that underlie our most critical
social problems.”36
Williams and Ladd posit a Posnerian37 line of reasoning,
contending that educational attainment enjoys an intrinsic economic utility by functioning as “a socializing agent for middle
class values and life styles” while “public school serves as an
accrediting agency, determining one’s value in the market place
and controlling one’s access to the market place.”38 While the
collective value of education is often poignantly articulated in
both utilitarian and economic terminology,39 to assert that educational attainment is solely a means for African Americans to
augment their financial standing wrongly ignores the importance
of academia as critical vehicle for the development of ideas and
social norms.

WHY KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION IS AN IMPORTANT
END-RESULT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
In exploring the importance and advantages of intellectualism within the realm of academia, I cannot help but recall some
remarks that my former political science professor, Tobe Johnson, conveyed to me. One day in his office he asked me what
plans I had after graduation. I informed Professor Johnson that
law school was my next step, and from there working in a large
30

corporate law firm. To my utter surprise, Professor Johnson then
began ranting and raving about how so many of his African
American students are looking for the quick buck and neglect to
explore opportunities leading to prestigious fellowships, academic paths toward teaching in colleges and universities, and
positions as influential academically-trained social thinkers.
Being somewhat on the defensive, I tried to mitigate this onslaught by further stating that I eventually wanted to become a
teacher. However, the point of this story is significant and Professor Johnson was correct in his assessment. His argument falls
in line with John Stanfield, who emphasized the “profound
power scholars in major [academic institutions] have in developing, critiquing, and implementing ideas.”
It must be noted that in his article, Stanfield somewhat
deemphasizes the critical role of vocational education and casts
it aside as a negative vestige of early civil rights remedies.40
Although Stanfield makes a valid point regarding the disassociation of African Americans from traditional intellectual pursuits,
this point a contentious one. While this essay expresses a desire
to witness more African Americans taking on the role of knowledge producers, the goal is to effectuate a productive citizenry to
contribute to society. Taking into account the social problems of
gang warfare, drugs, crime, and economics coupled with the fact
that many people just don’t have the resources or motivation to
contend with the rigorous university environment, it is irrational
to completely disregard the benefits of vocational education.
The roots of whether to pursue higher education, vocational education, or neither, is manifested in the early fundamental stages
of academic development at the elementary and secondary
school level. Subsequently, teachers at this stage of a student’s
development play a critical role in steering students towards
higher education.
Ultimately, academicians control the way we think. Consider the collection of textbooks utilized in the learning environment that afford students the tools to grasp the subject they are
studying. Moreover, the information and ideas contained within
the textbook are ingrained within the students who will undoubtedly contribute to the intellectual progression of the next generation of scholars. These empirical and practical thinkers will control the dissemination of ideas emanating from think tanks, executive agencies, legislatures, and state and local governments
who in turn will exert considerable influence over the manner in
which society operates. And the cycle continues when these
thinkers are recruited into leading institutions of education
thereby continuing to exert an influence through scholarly publications, articles, and speeches.
This phenomenon is no more readily apparent than in law
school where publication in a law review or journal is often considered the pinnacle of achievement. Well-published law professors, such as Paul Butler, Erwin Chemerinsky, and Joshua
Dressler, are accepted as authorities in their respective fields of
study, influencing how important issues are discussed within the
academic community. Indeed education, moreover
“knowledge,” wields enormous power in those who hold it.
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Some critics would likely contend that access to the upperechelons of academia should be tightly restricted to avoid innumerable unqualified individuals clamoring for acceptance. The
response to this criticism looks to the historical annals of constitutional law and early attempts to define constitutionally protected freedom of expression. In his famous dissent contained in
Abrams v. United States,41 one of the leading cases in First
Amendment jurisprudence, Justice Holmes espoused the concept
of a “marketplace of ideas.” While that case concerned the distribution of leaflets objecting to the presence of troops in Eastern Europe, it conveys an important substantive message: in the
“marketplace of ideas,” all ideas, both good and bad, should be
allowed to flourish; any restrictions will result in a detriment to
our society.

CONCLUSION
With the 50th year anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education behind us, it is comforting to see the effects that it has had
on schooling. However, there is still much to be done. The
dearth of African Americans that choose to pursue intellectual
positions in academia is an issue that has provoked Stanfield to

emphasize that “it is so crucial for black community leaders. . .
opinion leaders in public schools and in higher education, black
parents, and black young people to develop a greater interest in
the virtues of becoming a scholar.” Moreover, it must be realized that educational attainment creates a society of thinkers and
dreamers. Even the utilitarian benefits of education are overwhelming as educated people have access to jobs and careers
that add to the betterment of historically disadvantaged communities. Lack of educational attainment is social castration. Education opens the doors for thousands of African Americans to
become professionals, return to those communities, and add
knowledge and wealth into them. But this goal, this promising
reality, can only be evidenced if higher education is emphasized,
if knowledge production is elevated to the upper echelons of
student’s agendas on the hierarchy of goals, and if elementary
and secondary teachers effectively develop their students into
leaders and thinkers. Knowledge is power.
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